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Agenda 
Renewable Energy Advisory Council 
Wednesday, May 3, 2017: 9:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.   
http://www.energytrust.org/about/public-meetings/renewable-energy-advisory-council-
meetings/  
Energy Trust conference room Kilowatt 
421 SW Oak St., Suite 300 
Portland, Oregon 97204 
 
 
9:30 Welcome, introductions, announcements Information 
 
9:35 Solar budget update    Information and feedback 

• Staff will provide an update on increased market activity and the steps we 
have implemented to manage the budget.   

 
10:15 Energy Trust’s Diversity, Equity & Inclusion strategy Information/discussion 

• Debbie Menashe, Energy Trust General Counsel, will discuss the 
organization’s strategy and seek ideas from the Renewable Energy Advisory 
Council about potential helpful resources.   

 
10:50 Public comment 
 
11:00 Adjourn 
 
Our next meeting is Wednesday, June 21, 2017. You can view this agenda and meeting notes 
at: http://www.energytrust.org/about/public-meetings/renewable-energy-advisory-council-
meetings/. If you have comments on meeting notes, please alert Betsy Kauffman at 
betsy.kauffman@energytrust.org. 
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Renewable Energy Advisory Council Meeting Notes 
 
March 15, 2017

Attending from the council: 
Erik Anderson, Pacific Power 
Bruce Barney, Portland General Electric 
JP Batmale, Oregon Public Utility 
Commission 
Kendra Hubbard, Oregon Solar Energy 
Industries Association 
Suzanne Leta-Liou, SunPower 
Matt Mylet, Beneficial State Bank 
Adam Schultz, Oregon Department of 
Energy 
Frank Vignola, Solar Monitoring, University 
of Oregon 
Dick Wanderscheid, Bonneville 
Environmental Foundation 
 
Attending from Energy Trust: 
Susan Badger-Jones 
Amber Cole 

Hannah Cruz 
Jeni Hall  
Mia Hart 
Jed Jorgensen 
Betsy Kauffman 
Dave McClelland 
Joshua Reed 
Zach Sippel 
Jay Ward 
Peter West 
 
Others attending: 
Jeff Bissonnette, Oregon Solar Energy 
Industries Association 
Gillian Charles, Northwest Power and 
Conservation Council 
John Reynolds, Energy Trust board 
Alan Meyer, Energy Trust board  
Jason Zappe, Portland General Electric 

 
1. Welcome, introductions and updates 
Jed Jorgensen convened the meeting at 9:30 a.m. The agenda, notes and presentation 
materials are available on Energy Trust’s website at: https://www.energytrust.org/about/public-
meetings/renewable-energy-advisory-council-meetings/.   
 
2. Solar wrap-up of 2016 and a brief look ahead 
Dave McClelland presented on results and market trends for solar in 2016 and summarized 
expectations for 2017. Energy Trust’s focus is on distributed solar. Third-party owned solar in 
the residential market has been dropping off over the last few years due to the two major lease 
providers pulling their third-party owned models from the market in 2016. Simultaneously, 
direct-owned systems installations increased last year. As solar becomes more affordable, 
payback is better under a direct-owned model. Commercial solar installations decreased when 
the Business Energy Tax Credit expired, and this year we expect demand to decrease. In 
2017, we expect a continuing trend of decreasing total incentive expenditures and increasing 
capacity. 

 
Suzanne Leta-Liou: What do you expect to see outside of your direct incentive market for large 
commercial solar systems of 300 kilowatts to 2 megawatts in size? 
Dave McClelland: Incentives are currently capped by a total dollar amount and not by capacity, 
except for the 2-MW limit on net-metering projects, so some larger commercial projects have 
received our incentives. This past year, we didn’t run a competitive process for custom solar 
incentives for Pacific Power or Portland General Electric. We don’t currently have good data on 
projects happening outside of our incentive program.  
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Suzanne Leta-Liou: It would be good for Energy Trust to know when larger commercial 
systems are getting installed and if they’re getting installed without utility programs. It would 
also be good for Energy Trust to collect some information about these systems.  
 
Alan Meyer: At what point do we question whether there are free riders? 
Dave McClelland: We that question in mind thinking about the future of the residential solar 
market. As costs come down, at some point there won’t be above market costs for solar, which 
is currently our free rider test. On the other hand, the Residential Energy Tax Credit covers a 
substantial part of the above market costs and if that expires, projects may need higher 
incentives from Energy Trust to move forward. This year, we’re focusing on managing volume 
while thinking about where we’re going in the next two years.  
  
3. Solar plan for Oregon from OSEIA 
Jeff Bissonnette from the Oregon Solar Energy Industries Association (OSEIA) presented on the 
organization’s draft solar plan for Oregon, exploring the next 10 years of solar potential and how 
to achieve that potential. The plan expects that solar has the potential to provide 10 percent of 
electricity in Oregon. The plan recommends that Oregon maintain current policies supporting 
solar and fill in the policy gaps to support a stable solar market, grow the solar workforce by 
8,000 workers by 2027, align land use and energy policies to support large-scale solar and 
examine transmission issues.  
 
Erik Anderson: How many of the distributed solar projects in Oregon did Energy Trust 
incentivize? 
Dave McClelland: 80 percent would be a conservative estimate given the feed-in tariff.  
 
Adam Schultz: Have you examined transmission issues in next 10 years given the economics of 
solar and its growth in Oregon? 
Jeff Bissonnette: It’s not going to help. Transmission is expensive and OSEIA hasn’t waded into 
it much yet. It should be a regional discussion. 
 
John Reynolds: Is OSEIA working on multiple uses for large-scale land? 
Jeff Bissonnette: Large solar installation is okay on some land. There’s a common perception 
that solar ruins land and causes ground compaction, and we’d like to dispel that thinking.  
 
JP Batmale: Is the 10 percent solar generation goal divided into specific goals for each sector? 
Jeff Bissonnette: Yes. Half of that generation is residential and large commercial generation 
accumulating 600 megawatts. We are struggling with community solar because we don’t know 
how that will take shape in Oregon, but we assume it will be large commercial and small utility 
scale. 
 
Erik Anderson: How much electricity generation is 10 percent? 
Jeff Bissonnette: It’s equivalent to 6.1 million megawatt hours or 4 gigawatts of capacity. 
 
Frank Vignola: Are you looking at combining solar with other renewables technologies to 
balance the renewable generation potential?  
Jeff Bissonnette: Solar can be a part of a larger scheme. We’re also looking at solar + storage, 
demand response and electric vehicles. We’re interested in combining opportunities to 
ultimately install more solar that results in a cleaner grid. 
 
4. Underwriting and risk analysis for renewable projects 
Matt Mylet, vice president and relationship manager at Beneficial State Bank, provided an 
overview of how he analyzes project finances from a lending perspective. Beneficial State Bank 
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focuses on community-scale renewable energy lending, including solar, dairy digesters and low-
impact hydroelectric power. The underwriting considerations for a loan include sources of 
repayment, capacity of the borrower and character of the borrower. The primary source of 
repayment is cash flow, which is impacted by the operating performance of the system, the 
power purchase agreement, revenue sources and operating expenses. A key consideration 
when assessing a project is the owner’s experience and resources, equipment reliability, 
projected cash flow versus debt, utility requirements and financial reporting quality.  
 
JP Batmale: When you work with Energy Trust, how do custom studies lower due diligence for 
Beneficial State Bank? 
Matt: It’s helpful, but we still need to do our own internal feasibility analysis. 
JP Batmale: What’s a comfortable level of cash flow to debt size? 
Matt Mylet: The maximum loan to value is 65-80 percent. Often developers want to see a 10-15 
year maturity of the loan, meaning the payments are stretched out and it’s easier to make the 
loan pencil out. The further out loan payments are extended, the higher the risk for the lender. 
 
Alan Meyer: What is the range of interest rates? 
Matt Mylet: The last one was 4.5 percent for six years, but it could be as high as 6-10 percent. 
 
Frank Vignola: There’s sometimes uncertainty in solar as a resource. What does that do when 
you consider a loan? 
Matt Mylet: That’s captured in the feasibility scenario along with the stress case, which adjusts 
revenues down and examines how well the system performs in that stress case. 
 
Betsy Kauffman: How do you deal with Renewable Energy Certificate sales as far as cash flow? 
Matt Mylet: It’s determined by the length of whatever contract is in place. If there’s not a signed 
contract, there’s not enough certainty to include it as a revenue source. 
 
5. Update on the legislative session 
Jay Ward and Hannah Cruz provided an update on legislation being considered in Oregon’s 
2017 session that could impact the energy market in Oregon and Energy Trust’s work. Energy 
Trust does not lobby or take a position on potential or proposed legislation, but staff track and 
monitor legislation that is related to our work. 
 

The legislature is primarily focused on budget and transportation. Energy is of lower 
concern. There are seven bills related to the public purpose charge, and six of those 
would change how Energy Trust works or how funds are received. Energy Trust has 
been asked to present at a hearing on March 29 about how the sunset of the Residential 
Energy Tax Credit would affect our solar and efficiency programs. We are tracking 110 
bills, some of which will get a hearing April 7-18. A legislative briefing paper will be 
provided in our April 7 Board of Directors meeting packet. 

 
6. Public comment 
There was no additional public comment. 
 
7. Meeting adjournment 
The next scheduled meeting of the Renewable Energy Advisory Council is on Wednesday, May 
3, 2017, at 9:30 a.m.  



DIVERSITY INITIATIVE Fact Sheet

EXPANDING DIVERSITY 
BUILDING A CULTURE OF INCLUSION AND DIVERSITY TO EFFECTIVELY  
SERVE ALL CUSTOMERS

We believe our differences  
make us stronger 

Energy Trust of Oregon strives to create a 
culturally attentive organization with diverse 
employees and contractors who contribute a 
range of perspectives, experiences, skills and 
ideas to how we work, our programs and our 
services. We believe our differences make 
us stronger and spark more creativity and 
innovation.

Diversity is reflected in the individuals who 
work for and with Energy Trust, as well as the 
many types of people and places we serve, from 
families to farmers, from small businesses to 
large industrial manufacturers, and from the 
Willamette Valley to rural communities. 

We embrace all values, experiences and 
backgrounds of the people, businesses and 
organizations we work with, including:

• Cultures, races, religions, national origins, 
ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender and  
gender identity or expression, age, abilities  
and disabilities 

• Geographic locations 

• Business sizes and types 

• Languages spoken 

• Life and work experiences and perspectives 

Oregon is growing 

According to Oregon’s Office of Economic 
Analysis, our state population is expected to 
increase by 500,000 to 4.3 million in 2020. 
Migration to Oregon is projected to contribute 
nearly two-thirds of that population growth.  

And growing more diverse 

With this growth, the demographics of our 
residents are changing faster than most other 
states. Today, 22 percent of Oregonians belong 
to a minority race or ethnic group, and that 
percentage is expected to grow. 

These trends indicate that we need to engage 
an even more diverse population now and in the 
future—as customers, contractors, employees 
and beneficiaries of the services we provide. 

We’re already on the path  

Our commitment to diversity is reflected in our 
efforts to expand participation throughout the 
state and to reach all types of customers. In 
2015, our outreach efforts engaged more  
first-time participants and rural and small 
customers. Small businesses made up an 
increasing portion of overall participation, twice 
as many homeowners completed our online 
Home Energy Review than the prior year, and 
5,000 affordable housing apartments were 
served. We know there is more work to be done.

 
“It is diversity that drives 

innovation. A diversity of 

perspectives, of industries, 

of cultures. When we bring 

together these different 

perspectives, we have a far 

better chance of breaking 

new ground.

Frans Johansson,

Founder of  

The Medici Group ”



Area 1: Organizational development  

Building momentum, culture and 
organizational capacity to design and 
deliver energy generation and savings to 
customers:

•  Invest in a culture and environment 
that is welcoming of diverse 
employees 

•  Continue broadening recruiting, hiring 
and retention through internships and 
mentorships

•  Pursue more diverse board, 
Conservation Advisory Council and 
Renewable Energy Advisory Council 
member composition

Area 2: Market and customer insights

Learning and applying market and 
customer insights to ensure our capability 
to reach and engage customers:

•  Conduct research to better understand 
characteristics of participants and  
non-participants

•  Provide guidance and resources for 
more culturally appropriate marketing, 
communications, website and 
customer service tools

•  Conduct focus groups with diverse 
communities

•  Deepen partnerships to learn more 
about reaching diverse customers and 
trade ally contractors 

Area 3: Business operations

Leveraging contracts and procurements to 
expand capacity to serve customers:

•  Broaden procurement and contracting 
approaches to fully engage with 
diverse contractors, consultants, 
vendors and others, and encourage 
them to bid on opportunities 

•  Identify opportunities to support 
innovative approaches in business 
operations and programs  

•  Leverage our Trade Ally Network, 
and pursue opportunities to identify 
and support trade allies that speak 
languages other than English

• Identify strategic alliances and 
partners to support and expand efforts

+
Calling all perspectives  
We have a much greater chance of success if we are able to incorporate as many perspectives as possible. To join the 
conversation, contact Michael Colgrove, executive director, at michael.colgrove@energytrust.org.
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Energy Trust of Oregon is an independent nonprofit organization dedicated to helping utility customers benefit from saving energy and generating renewable power. Our services, cash incentives and energy solutions 

have helped participating customers of Portland General Electric, Pacific Power, NW Natural, Cascade Natural Gas and Avista save on energy costs. Our work helps keep energy costs as low as possible, creates jobs 
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OUR DIVERSITY ACTION PLAN 
We are committed to fostering a culture of inclusion and diversity to effectively serve all customers. To do so, we are focused on three 
main areas for improvement, each with corresponding targeted actions. All three areas are consistent with our energy and operations 
goals in our 2015-2019 Strategic Plan. 

WHAT DOES SUCCESS LOOK LIKE? 

When diversity is an integrated part of who we are and how 
we conduct our business, Energy Trust will be more innovative 
and better positioned to meet our future goals. If we are 
successful, we will: 

• Be better equipped to serve all eligible customers 

• Work with more and different contractors  

• Grow results 

• Expand procurement opportunities 

• Recruit, hire and support a more diverse workforce  

• Gain competitive and strategic insights and perspectives  

• Improve employee retention in a competitive economy 

• Weave this into the fabric of who we are
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